The site of tonight's basketball battle between Manhattan and the Tournament-bound Beaver five was switched late yesterday to the Fordham Road gymnasium. The original venue, Third Avenue Fordham Road in the Bronx, was closed to the public on account of the unusual interest in a key game and the heavy demand for tickets. The Ford-Gym seats approximately 4,000 spectators, while the old arena can accommodate less than 500.

The varsity game will begin at 8:30 PM, with a man encounter at 6:45. Tickets can be purchased at gate for fifty cents upon presentation of an Athletic Association membership card (Junior's Receipt). General admission is $1.
The Board of Higher Education, which has taken a new lease on life, has faced a difficult chore. It must prove to the satisfaction of all, that it does not have to flirt with the guardian of humor in order to be funny. For the year it has been in existence will be on parade. The temptations will be great for the Mercury editors to seek to continue in their magazine this could be fatal. There is nothing so stifling that Mercury will not let them, and us, down.  

We note with distress the narrow-minded and prejudiced position Mr. Ned Irish, Executive Director of the Metropolitan Basketball Writers, and looking down at us from his pious pedestal, he stated, "We are ashamed of them," as the blackguard-sounding of the New York Times Terrace and "there's no chance that the Garden will change its attitude toward us about being permitted to play in the Eighth Avenue palestra."

It might be a bit premature at this point to suppose that the members of the basketball teams will even be in a position to play in the Garden. But there are chances that we are invited to participate in a post-season tournament. Coach Dave Polansky and President Gallagher have made it clear that for the time being at least the Garden will not consider inviting us to compete. The reasons are that the Garden is a private concern, that the basketball teams have friends at the Garden, and that the Garden newspaper is printed in a different city than we are. We are invited to participate in a post-season tournament, but there is no guarantee that we will be permitted to play in the Eighth Avenue palestra.

But should the possibility arise, we believe it would be a completely ridiculous attitude on the part of Mr. Irish and the other members of the Metropolitan Basketball Writers, to visit the sins of those long since gone from the scene, upon the valiant students who are striving so admirably to regain the Lovable's traditional place of honor and respect. We are invited to participate in a post-season tournament, but there is no guarantee that we will be permitted to play in the Eighth Avenue palestra.
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Two investigations into the relationship between the Newman club and CV were authorized Friday as The Campus and The Evening Session publication nearly ceased hurling charges at each other.

The Daily Session Student-Faculty Committee (SFSCA) created a committee Friday afternoon to investigate the "legal and constitutional status" of the newspaper. The Evening Session SFSCA will also undertake an investigation of CV, Dr. Martha Farmer, student life, and Friday night Dr. Farmer said she will ask the chairman of the committee, Dr. Kurt Lowe (Geology), to call a meeting of the group for the purpose of beginning an investigation.

CV also took action Friday night. A member of the newspaper, Richard O'Malley, said the staff, acting on a resolution introduced at a meeting two weeks ago, had decided to change the name of the publication to "Collegiate Views." The decision, incorporated in an amendment to CV's constitution, will be presented to ES Student Council.

The purpose of beginning an investigation, Mr. O'Malley said.

Stuck for money? Do a Stuckler! Send it in and make $25

DO YOU like to shirk work? Here's some easy money—start Stuckling! We'll pay $25 for every Stuckler we print—and for hundreds that never get used. Stucklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers. Both words have the same number of syllables. Don't do drawings. Send your Stucklers with your name, address, college and class to Happy-Joe-you're bound to Stickle better when you're enjoying a Lucky, because Luckies' mild, good-tasting tobacco is TOASTED to taste even better. Fact is, you'll say Luckies are the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
**Hoopsters Clip BC, 88-74, For Municipal Hoop Crown**

By BERT ROBENTHAL

The College's tournament, which was held in a packed gymnasium, was won by a score of 88-74. The game was played in front of a large crowd and the players were outstanding.

The Beavers' eleven-point lead was reversed in the second half, with the Eagles taking the lead for good at the three-minute mark of the second half. The Eagles' pivot play was superior and they won their only bout. In addition, the Eagles' pivot play was superior and they won their only bout.

**Two City Records Set As Mermen Sink NYU**

By NELSON GRUMER

Two Beaver records fell at the Wingate Pool Friday night, in the final dual meet of the season. The victory was the unofficial Metropolitain Conference Dual Meet Championship.

The win boosts the Beavers' record to 3-3. The Beavers, paced by Elliott Mills, assumed an early lead and third Beaver victory was posted with the clutch pin.

The Beavers' pivot play was superior and they won their only bout. In addition, the Eagles' pivot play was superior and they won their only bout. In addition, the Eagles' pivot play was superior and they won their only bout.

In the epee, it was a different story. Stan Hochman accounted for one of the Beavers' eight points in the epee, as he outscored his opponent, Bill Ingolia, 13-9. Hochman's win was the decisive bout of the contest, as the Beavers' pivot play was superior and they won their only bout. In addition, the Eagles' pivot play was superior and they won their only bout.

The Mermen's superior pivot play was superior and they won their only bout. In addition, the Eagles' pivot play was superior and they won their only bout. In addition, the Eagles' pivot play was superior and they won their only bout.

**Sports Note...**

- The College's Rifle Team defeated Seton Hall Friday night to place in the first place for their eighth victory of the season against two losses.
- Two members of the weightlifting club, John Grover and Herb Bloomfield, placed second and second respectively in a competition between New York and NYU Saturday.
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